Add to your portfolio’s return by
being tax wise

Justice Learned Hand of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
rendered many opinions during his tenure from 1924 to 1951 that serve as the basis of
today’s jurisprudence. He has been called one of our most quoted judges. Notably for
this piece, his decision in Helvering v. Gregory, 69 F.2d 809, 810-11 (2d Cir. 1934) offers
commonsensical guidance for each of us today. He said,
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“Anyone may so arrange his affairs that his taxes shall be as
low as possible; he is not bound to choose that pattern which
will best pay the Treasury; there is not even a patriotic duty
to increase one’s taxes.”
That is both commonsensical and profitable.
A dollar that you do not unnecessarily pay in taxes today remains available to generate more dollars throughout your
lifetime if handled properly. Creating those additional funds to add to your future financial security does not require
a master’s degree in taxation, though you will want to seek guidance from knowledgeable professionals so that you
will properly create tax savings. But you can seek those opportunities to harvest money for yourself that otherwise
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would have gone for taxes by being aware of tactics to employ and opportunities to seize. Here are some of them.
These examples are not recommendations but are meant to spur your thinking and discussion with your financial
and tax advisor to see what is right for you.

UNDERSTAND YOUR TOP TAX BRACKET.
We pay taxes in layers beginning at 10 percent and rising incrementally through the 15 percent, 25 percent, 28
percent, 33 percent, 35 percent and 39.6 percent brackets. Where you top out on that rising scale is where all of your
investment action occurs. If you add or remove one dollar to or from the top of the pile, it is taxed or saved in your
highest bracket. Even the simplest financial decision cannot be properly made without an understanding of this
concept. For example, the contributor’s top tax bracket must be considered when deciding to increase one’s 401(k)
contribution. If you decide to take the dollar to the consumer goods store rather than contribute it to your pretax
retirement plan, you must first pay your top bracket in income tax, say, 25 percent. Thus you have only 75 cents left to
buy furniture, entertainment or clothing. But if you decide to contribute it to your retirement plan, the entire dollar
goes to work for you and remains there, growing tax deferred, until you withdraw it years or decades later. An extra 25
cents on every dollar saved is a big incentive to do so, but not if you remain unaware of these dynamics.

CONSIDER ALL INCOME WHEN MAKING RETIREMENT PLAN CONTRIBUTIONS.
If you earn extra income from self-employment activities, reading, writing, consulting, etc., you may be able to
start an additional retirement plan based solely on that income. That may be in addition to the plan your employer
maintains on your primary income. So more dollars go to work for you, as described in the above
paragraph, instead of flowing through to the federal government.

EARN TAX-FREE INTEREST INSTEAD OF TAXABLE.
Understanding your top tax bracket will allow you to make the tax-wise decision between higher taxable interest
income vs. somewhat lower tax-free income. Have you done this calculation? We can illustrate the
difference and make the individually correct recommendation for each of our clients.
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ENGINEER YOUR PORTFOLIO FOR CAPITAL GAINS TAX RATHER THAN
ORDINARY INCOME TAX RATES.
Securities held for a year qualify for lower capital gains tax rates when sold at a profit. Those in the 10 percent and 15
percent ordinary income tax brackets have a 0 percent capital gains rate. Those in the 25 percent through 35 percent
top ordinary income tax brackets pay a 15 percent capital gains tax. And even the top 39.6 percent bracket payer
enjoys a 20 percent capital gains rate. Saving 10 cents through 20 cents on every dollar of gain is a big deal and those
tax dollars saved can remain in your portfolio to grow. But if you choose to ignore this beneficial strategy, you will
unnecessarily pay tax. Consider the benefit, for example, of giving an appreciated security to a child or grandchild
who can sell it without any tax at all because of his or her 0 percent capital gains rate.

PREFUND COLLEGE EXPENSE WITH 529 PLANS.
While there is no federal tax savings in gifting to a 529 plan, it grows tax deferred and, if the child uses it for an
accredited post-secondary school’s tuition and fees, it comes out totally tax free. Pennsylvania residents who
contribute to a 529 plan may receive a state income tax deduction of up to $14,000 “per beneficiary” in 2015.

DEFER TAXES OR ADVANCE THEM TO A LOWER, TOP TAX BRACKET YEAR.
Turn lemons into lemonade by accelerating or deferring tax recognition of portfolio or other income to a year when,
for example, you may experience a period of unemployment or underemployment. Dropping tax recognition from,
say, a 33 percent top bracket to 28 percent saves 5 cents of every dollar in taxation. What if you dropped from a 15
percent capital gains rate to 0 percent? That may be the right time to reorient your portfolio tax free. That savings is
yours to keep.

MATCH GAINS AND LOSSES IN YOUR PORTFOLIO.
We do this routinely for our clients. We even harvest losses by themselves when available so we can use them
against future gains. And we helpfully report, with permission, that action to our client’s accountants, so they can
intelligently plan and guide our common clients.
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CHARITABLE GIVING CAN EQUAL TAX SAVINGS.
Gifts that you make to charities during your lifetime and after death may be taxdeductible, a fact we often forget. This
example illustrates the point. Many of our clients gift regularly to their religious institution or favorite charity and they
do it by cash or check. Have you considered gifting, instead, an appreciated security? For those of you who itemize
deductions, you not only gain the charitable gifting deduction but you also save the capital gains tax you would have
paid on the appreciated security when it is sold. The charity sells the security at a gain and pays no tax. Remember
Justice Hand? You must organize your affairs so as to keep your taxes at their lowest level. Charitable gifting also
lends itself to specialized trusts that can provide lifetime income coupled with income tax deductions and estate tax
avoidance. Don’t overlook this wonderful opportunity to benefit your community by redirecting tax dollars to your
favorite charities.
If you are not getting this type of client-oriented, holistic planning from your current financial advisor, shouldn’t you
talk to us now?
We welcome your call.

Caution and disclaimer: All of the above are examples to get you thinking about tax savings. None are recommendations and
should only be considered in the context of a total financial analysis and plan with the guidance of your financial and tax advisors.
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